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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0319601A1] A driving gear for a roller shutter (12), a Venetian blind or the like is illustrated and described, with a winding shaft for
the roller shutter armour (12a) and with a gear which sets the shaft in rotation and which has, arranged on the front side of and connected in a
rotationally fixed manner to the winding shaft, a gear wheel (26), with which a drive pinion (28), which is arranged on a drive shaft arrangement
(33), meshes, the winding shaft, the gear wheel (26) and the drive pinion (28) moreover being arranged in a roller shutter casing (14) mounted in
particular on the masonry, and the drive shaft (29; 39), which in projection runs at an angle on the transverse plane of the winding shaft, reaching
outwards through the wall of the roller shutter casing (14) in a wall bearing (21). In order to achieve a compact gear construction as well as as
extensive as possible a wing opening, the wall bearing (21) is arranged on a lateral end wall (18) of the roller shutter casing (14), the drive shaft
arrangement (33) being designed as an angular gear having three shaft sections (20, 34, 29; 39, 40, 41), the inner shaft section of which forms
the drive shaft (29; 39) bearing the drive pinion (28), the central shaft section (34) of which is supported in the wall bearing (21) and the outer
shaft section (20) of which is designed for connection of a rotary handle such as a crank handle (22) or the like. As a result, with very compact
construction of the whole gear arrangement, it is brought about that the drive parts are freely accessible from the side and do not stand in the way of
more extensive wing opening. <IMAGE>
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